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Context and Objective

The application of Machine Learning in real life raises more prominently the
need for models that are "understandable by a human being". The requirement
for a comprehensible model typically arises when it comes to correct errors of
the model or to support its predictions on specific examples.
A model is too complex to be readable by a human being because the function
learned by this model is itself complex. Thus, it is unreasonable to seek for a
simple explanation of the model as a whole. On the other hand, when we look
more locally (at the neighborhood of an example), the model is more likely to be
simple. This hypothesis is at the root of approaches like LIME [1] and Anchors
[2] which respectively look for a local linear approximation of the model, and a
neighborhood of the target example on which the value predicted by the model
is constant.
Both approaches currently lack a process to derive the appropriate neighborhood. On the one hand LIME lets the user search for himself the concept
of neighborhood that suits him best (without any tool defining "better"). On
the other hand, Anchor builds a neighborhood in which the function learned
is constant, but in the meanwhile it loses information on the conditions that
would bring out of this constant area.
As part of the internship we will study alternatives and/or additions to LIME
and Anchors to automatically adapt the neighborhood, while maintaining information about attributes that must be modified so that an example is classified
in a different category.
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Planning for Research Activity

We will first focus on binary classification models (for each entry, the model
has to choose a label among a set of two labels) on Rd . We will extend the
1

neighborhood selected by Anchors and characterize the border met.
We may also explore new strategies to build the discretization of continuous
features at the root of Anchors.
Extensions will look either at multi-class settings, or at relevant ways to
extend the neighborhood in the context of categorical features.
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Practical Information and Skills

The intern will have to manipulate linear classifiers, first order logic rules, and
decision trees. The candidates should not be repelled by such objects.
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